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Chapter 711 - Bearing a Heavy Toll! 

Throughout life, one can sometimes hear about treasures piling up as high as a mountain, or learn about 

treasure troves that would even make the greediest Dragons be filled with jealousy. 

Yet all the treasure troves one could imagine...could not even enter Noah’s sight at this moment as he 

stared at the resplendent Cores and Skill Books that he had collected as Loot from the Fiends! 

The shimmering cores were piled up together as they formed an enormous mountain, and this was 

especially so for the GALAXY Rank Cores that were much different than any other past cores. 

These cores were as large as his own head as they shimmered with a mystical light, each of them 

showing a multitude of stellar Stars rotating within the core as it seemed Noah was holding on to a small 

Galaxy within his hands! 

Ah! 

Can one even imagine this? Close your eyes as you try and picture the image of your palm outstretched, 

and on top of your palm there lies a large circular crystal that contains within it a small galaxy... 

It was truly a majestic sight to behold as Noah could not wait to see just what these GALAXY-ranked 

cores could elevate him to! 

Other treasures that he chose to take for himself from this Galaxy was the Vital Life Water present in 

each Domain, taking this treasure created by an Entity proficient in the Dao of Vitality for himself as he 

planned to personally use it as well as hand it to his people. 

Both he and them needed many resources to elevate their realms higher, and this was especially so for 

him who wanted to keep his Realm at Grand Completion continuing forward! 

After obtaining a Manifested Black Hole Realm, if he wanted to stay on this ancient path he had to make 

sure that he reached Grand Completion in all his future Realms, which meant absorbing as much 

essence from Cores or treasures until his very Origin could no longer take it. 

After that, he could breakthrough as through his Realm, he would obtain battle power that was multiple 

times greater than the same beings on his Realm. 

Of course when it came to him, he already had horrific Traits and abilities that made him unrivaled in 

the same stage as many others! 

This could already be seen from how at the Realm of Black Hole, he was already capable of taking down 

Low Tier GALAXY Realm experts! Of course it was only because of his Summons, but at this moment he 

considered his pets a part of his strength- they were one and the same. 

They raged through the Burning Domains Galaxy as numerous planets were destroyed and multiple 

Realms ruined, Noah continuing to move forward with his goals even though he was very well aware of 

his actions! 



In his mind, he was erasing the problem of Fiends that had waged war first against multiple other 

Galaxies. When they invaded other Galaxies and carried out these attacks, they didn’t feel any remorse 

for the lives they took or what damage they dealt. So in his perspective, he was simply taking care of an 

enemy force! All was fair when one was at war! 

But he also understood that from the minds of the Fiends, they experienced an unknown Invader 

coming to their Galaxy as he laid waste to their powerful combatants and destroyed multiple places that 

many of them called home. 

It was extremely hard to look at these events without a strong mind, especially when you were the one 

carrying them out! So every time that Noah moved and reaped the lives of more Fiends, his heart only 

became calmer and calmer as he forged his will and made became even firmer in the belief of his goals. 

As long as there were enemies, they had to be taken care of! Sooner or later, it would be either the 

Fiends and this Entity as the victor as the Nexus Galaxy and many others were laid to waste, or it would 

be the Fiends experiencing great loss like they did today. 

His mindset was such at this moment! 

Who was to say whether it was correct? How far would the line be blurred from what he did and what 

his enemies did? By the end of it all, it purely came down to survival! It was kill or be killed, and there 

were Predators and Prey. And Noah...never wanted to be a scared little prey ever again. 

RUMBLE! 

With a steeled heart, his one hour of [Plot Armor] was used as efficiently as possible as multiple 

Domains of the Burning Domain Galaxy were besieged, many Fiends falling as he collected a multitude 

of loot. 

After he used the strength of the merged Animus Summons and killed his 3rd Low Tier GALAXY Fiend, 

the Entity moved with a cold face as she collected the remaining 2 Elder Fiends that were trembling with 

anger and shame! 

They actually had to be protected by their Master from an enemy they could not counter, an enemy that 

had such shocking defenses that nothing went through him. 

He wasn’t able to get his hands on the other 2 Elder Fiends as they were kept by the side of the Entity 

thereafter, casting him to search across the Galaxy and finish off any remaining QUASAR ranked experts 

and below. It was truly a heavy day as he faced the experts of an entire Galaxy! 

His subordinates in the Novus Galaxy would have never believed he was doing something like this, and 

even the powerful beings in the Nexus Galaxy had no idea that the powerful force of Fiends they knew 

to be great in number was actually taken care of alone by the new Imperial Ruler they knew as 

Alexander. 

The only threat that would remain at this moment was always the biggest one...and that was the 

terrifying Entity that traversed in the Dao of Vitality! 



As Noah finished the most powerful experts of the Burning Domains Galaxy and saw less than 15 

minutes remaining in his stage of [Invulnerability], he was content with the abundant amount of loot as 

he looked towards the position where the wrathful Entity that could do nothing to him had remained. 

This Entity stayed at this location while protecting the last two Elder Fiends, her heart continuing to 

breed immense hate towards the unknown creatures that even she could not take care of. 

The eyes of Noah’s Summons all now looked towards this Entity as before his [Plot Armor] ended, he 

actually wanted to check out the power of this Entity some more as he prepared for the future! 

Chapter 712 - ||Ashes to Ashes, Dust to Dust||! 

In the Burning Domains Galaxy, much of the Central areas of the Domains lay in ruin as in a particular 

Domain, the wrathful Entity stood in front of two trembling Elder Fiends who had their bodies trembling 

from shame and anger! 

They had their auras spread out across the many thousands of miles as they could only helplessly watch 

while 4 creatures ravaged their homes. They could only watch ad these creatures were extremely 

powerful, and even their Master could not put a scratch on them. 

After a while, they sensed all of the creatures come to a stop as spatial fluctuations occurred in the same 

region they were in. Soon after, the images of a kingly Calamity Bear, an arrogant future Golden Crow, a 

saintly Variant Oculothorax, and an ancient Void Serpent all appeared in front of their eyes calmly! 

"..." 

The eyes of the Entity were filled with extreme coldness as her voice rang out while looking at the 

mystery she could not solve. 

"Are you done?" 

The words felt cold and sharp, being words of someone thinking of many ways to cruelly kill the 

creatures in many sorts of ways the moment she got the chance! 

Noah listened to these words as the voice of the Void Serpent resounded out. "Not quite yet!" 

RUMBLE 

Even though he could not defeat this being, it did not prevent him from testing out more of its abilities 

with the remaining time he had! Aside from the skills of his summons, he wanted to try a particular skill 

that was the combination of techniques from the Law of Life and the Law of Death. 

The Law of Life had Ashes to Ashes, and it mentioned a counterpart ability lied in the Law of Death 

termed Dust to Dust, and they came together to bring about a terrific skill! 

It was a first for Noah to observe as well, something that was different compared to the many other 

skills he had. 

||Ashes to Ashes, Dust to Dust|| :: Somewhat different from Unique or Absolute Skills, this is a unique 

type of skill that grows with the Realm of the user, and was birthed from the combination of the two 

Ultimate Laws of Life and Death. Depending on the user, this ability could cause mountains to tremble 



or it could be utilized to lay waste to stars and Galaxies. The ability utilizes the essence of both Life 

and Death to release an area of attack that can either cause the age regression or progression of that 

entire area. Those capable of casting it long enough can regress the ages of the area and everything 

within it, or progress everything as they experience the vicissitudes of life and death. Those that 

cannot defend against it will only have one result- ashes to ashes, dust to dust! At the current Realm 

of the User, an area the size of a normal star can be affected. Once one reaches a high enough Realm, 

even entire Galaxies can be affected. 

It was an ability with a lengthy explanation, but one that heavily interested him nonetheless! 

When it came to its high mana requirements of casting it and keeping it active, he did not have to worry 

at all as the Void Serpent raised its head towards the Entity and two Elder Fiends before he called out 

the words that were drenched with an aura of ancientness. 

||Ashes to Ashes, Dust to Dust||. 

"..." 

RUUUUMBLE! 

The starry space trembled and splintered as the words were called, the area where the Entity floated 

with two Elder Fiends changing colors to gain a grey hue that contained an unknown aura of death...and 

also life! 

Yet everything with the space seemed to be getting older and older, starting with the horrified Elder 

Fiends that felt their very bodies and souls aging as their Origins calculated the age of their demise 

getting nearer and nearer. 

"Master!" 

The Low Tier GALAXY Realm Elder Fiends called out fearfully as their bodies aged rapidly, seemingly 

thinking they would turn to ash in a matter of minutes if nothing was done! Thi single skill was actually 

capable of affecting those at the GALAXY Realm who had no laws or Dao to defend themselves! 

The only being in the space to still remain with a calm expression was the Entity, her body covered by 

the unique essence of the Dao of Vitality as in the next second, this essence also leaped out to cover the 

aging bodies of the Elder Fiends as well. 

The gaze of the Entity was sharp as she seems to have figured out something, nodding towards Noah 

nonchalantly as if the space around them did not continue to rapidly deteriorate! 

"Possessing a treasure that allows you to ignore the attacks of even someone like me, but possessing 

Offensive Power no stronger than a being at the Low Tier GALAXY Realm. Even the treasure you have 

most likely protects you for a set time, otherwise nothing in this Universe would make sense anymore." 

Her voice was calm but chilling, the essence of the Dao she released only becoming stronger as it 

exploded out to cover the area where the effects of ||Ashes to Ashes, Dust to Dust|| were covering! 

One must recall that this skill that Noah just cast was capable of aging even the Low Tier GALAXY Realm 

experts... 



RUMBLE! 

Yet...the aura of deterioration that this horrendous skill released was wiped away with the essence of 

the Dao of Vitality as the Entity continued. 

"Merely a skill using Ultimate Laws, not enough to reach the Dao! You best hope your protection 

treasure does not run out while you’re still here, otherwise..." 

The Entity waved her hands as an appalling gravitational lock erupted out for over a hundred thousand 

miles, covering all of Noah’s four merged forms as she continued 

"You best pray that I do not meet you again, or next time...you will not be able to escape my grasp!" 

Noah heard these wrathful words as his eyes shone expectantly, affirming the strength of this fearsome 

being that held the title of an Entity as he nodded. 

He had accomplished much here today, and did not need to stay any longer and accidentally bring 

himself harm if anything happened! 

He wanted to leave this Galaxy with a few minutes remaining, just in case his aura or teleportation route 

could be tracked or anything mysterious like that. He cast a teleportation skill while the words of the 

Entity rang out in his mind. 

The figures of the Calamity Bear, Three-Legged Fate Crow, and the Variant Oculothorax disappeared 

with the light of teleportation. Even under the locked space that the Entity had laid down, he could still 

teleport out with ease through the use of the Absolute Skill- <<Astral Connector>>! 

Only the Void Serpent remained as it raised its crowned head high while its eyes glanced down at the 

Entity. The eyes dripped with confidence as the light of teleportation covered the merged Summon, the 

voice of Noah mixed with the ancient demeanor of the future Jormungandr ringing out. 

"Even if there is a next time, you will not be able to stop me. I will come and go as I please!" 

Words of extreme arrogance that slapped the authoritative face of the Entity rang out, and Noah grew 

even more calmer as he saw the increasingly wrathful face, leaving a few more words before he 

disappeared to utterly piss off this being. 

"Just pray that I don’t grow to your level before I meet you again, otherwise an Entity like you will end 

up just like the Fiends- as dead as you could be!" 

SHAAA! 

With that, he disappeared from the Burning Domains Galaxy as he laid waste to much of its experts, 

leaving behind a wrathful Entity who still could not explain the mysteries of what happened! 

Chapter 713 - The Overseer- As Ridiculous As Always 

In the chaotic void between the Nexus Galaxy and the Stellar Sky Galaxy that Noah had seen when he 

and the party of Imperial Princess traveled back and forth, the enormous body of the Void Serpent 

appeared! 



It shimmered with a powerful aura as it appeared alone in this space, observing the changes around it to 

see whether the powerful Entity was capable of using some mystical methods to track him down. 

The other 3 Animus Summons had also teleported to random locations in the Chaotic Void, spending the 

last few minutes in their Invulnerable state to make sure they weren’t followed! 

He even waved his hands as he released the Planetary Body of the Vital Life Water in the chaotic void, 

wanting to test if the Entity could somehow track this treasure that she used her Dao of Vitality to bring 

to life. 

After the minutes went down and nothing occurred, he once more checked with his skills in the Law of 

Fate as he saw no trouble would come to him, and then each of the Summons performed teleportation 

again as they all had a singular location as the goal- the Novus Galaxy. 

He appeared with his summons in the Central area of his Infinite Realm, the continent that used to be 

the largest one when it was still the Spiritual World in the past! 

RUMBLE 

The shocking aura of four Animus Summons with shocking power appeared in what could be considered 

the capital of the Infinite Realm, the location that many beings knew to be the home of the Overseer. 

Noah came back to his home Galaxy to celebrate the successful completion of an extremely fruitful siege 

mission, the treasures he obtained being something that was worthy of celebrating! 

---[POV Change] 

Hello. It’s your favorite Shadow Guard once more, Night. 

Let me tell you, I was having what could be considered a normal day in this mystical Infinite Realm, but 

my heart nearly leaped out of my chest just now! 

The cause was of course, as always, the Esteemed Overseer. 

What we call the Infinite Continent, the area at the direct center of the Infinite Realm that has 

continued to expand as more worlds are constantly fused into it- this area was where the Esteemed 

Overseer had built enormous buildings of beautiful aesthetics that he found from many worlds. 

Buildings as tall as the huge trees one could find in the Celestial Realm rose to the skies, some looking 

medieval and majestic while others looked like they came from a technological empire! 

But they made for a beautiful Citadel at the center of this Infinite Continent as the largest structure that 

lied at the very center was an exquisite fortress where the Esteemed Overseer would reside. 

This was the place where you could find the shocking personages like my Queen, Adelaide, or the 

domineering Barbatos and the much too forward Vampyre Queen- Elena. 

It was THE place where the delegations of all fused worlds came to pay respect as most of the powerful 

personage in our Realm could be found in this fortress or around it. 

Very few of them ever got to meet the Esteemed Overseer themselves, with most of them being seen by 

the Guide, Queen Adelaide, or the Protector, Steel Mikhail. 



But today, above this regal and mystical fortress at the very center of the Citadel of the Infinite 

Continent...four shocking auras that caused the very skies themselves to tremble appeared! 

This was the reason for my heart nearly leaping out of my chest, as the power the for auras released was 

greater than anything we had come across before. 

I nearly peed myself at the presence of these beings, but gradually calmed down as I saw their bodies 

reducing in size, losing their golden shimmering crowns, Scythes, and layers of resplendent armor as the 

proper images of a Crow, Bear, Serpent, and a floating Eye Ball appeared! 

My worries only reduced after a light shone and I observed the forms of the Esteemed Overseer 

appearing next to these four majestic animals while stroking them, a boisterous laugh that shook the 

skies themselves coming out from him. 

"Haha!" 

He was laughing as jovial as one could, glancing at his fortress below him as he waved his hands on the 

large courtyard and...did something that would be inscribed deep in my mind for years to come. 

With a wave of his hand, large amounts of crystalline shimmering Cores flooded into the courtyard as 

they soon began creating a mountain, this shocking action and the auras of the four creatures already 

being picked up by all the powerful personages in this Citadel as they all came out with agape 

expressions to watch this spectacle. 

They came to watch as the Esteemed Overseer waved his hands, and a mountain of valuable treasures 

appeared as Cores of all levels nearly eclipsed the large Fortress! 

What was more shocking was the power these cores released, where through the use of the intuitive 

System we gained by joining the Esteemed Overseer- we could see the identity of these Cores that made 

us all the more shaken. 

This was because among the mountain of treasures Cores, we could make out hundreds of thousands of 

Cores at the Star Forging Realm, tens of thousands of cores at the Nebula Rank, and thousands of Cores 

at the Black Hole Rank! 

Thousands! 

This number made my legs give out as I fell down in a stupor, as they truly represented a shocking truth. 

You must know, the strongest experts we had currently were the Ladies of the Esteemed Overseer that 

had just broken into the Nebula Rank, where the first appearing Black Hole expert was actually the 

Ill.u.s.trious Emperor Penguin- as he liked to be called! 

Yet at this moment...the esteemed overseer had thrown down a mountain of treasures where cores at 

the Black Hole Realm that signified thousands of Black Hole experts were overflowing, not to mention 

our eyes picking up on the even more luminous cores that actually read [QUASAR Rank Core]. 

"..." 



Speechless was all we could be as I saw Queen Adelaide appear in the skies and smile sweetly towards 

the Esteemed Overseer, the mountain of treasured cores below her seemingly not even entering her 

eyes as they seemed to be looking at the man in the skies like he was the most treasured thing alive. 

The Ill.u.s.trious Emperor Penguin and others appearing in the skies were among the only ones that 

shared my unbounded shock as we realized what the jubilant laughter of the Esteemed Overseer meant 

as he continued to release treasures in the skies, his hands moving again as thousands of skill books 

descended down and nearly overshadowed the fortress! 

As if to say he wasn’t done, his gaze also went to the skies as his hand commanded, and we observed as 

a blue moon ridiculously appeared far in the skies. It seemed like a blue moon, but it was actually an 

enormous body of water that was the size of a small planet, seeming like a moon as it hanged above the 

skies of the Infinite Realm. 

One must remember that the Infinite Realm was currently approaching over 500,000 miles in size after 

many worlds continued to be fused into it, the moon appearing in the skies that seemed like a small star 

being only a few thousand miles in size and fitting snuggly! 

But his hands continued waving as another four of these same Planetary Bodies appeared, and we 

would only later come to find out they were called [Vital Life Water], a grand treasure that would cause 

us to break through ranks even faster. 

As we looked at all of these things...we could only begin to imagine what grand battles the Overseer had 

gone through to bring such treasures to light. 

But the more important question was- could the Esteemed Overseer please try not to shock us too 

much?! My legs can’t handle such surprises so frequently you know! 

Chapter 714 - Others Take Years, I Take Days! 

In the courtyard of the expertly built fortress reminiscent of the architecture in the Nexus Galaxy, Noah 

stared at the mountain of cores and skill books as the top combatants in his Infinite Realm came close. 

"Come! Let us partake in loot as I tell you all a story!" 

His voice was vibrant as he was in good mood, choosing this time to be as good as any to let them know 

of the forces outside of the Novus Galaxy while his other bodies used their boons to elevate their 

Realms to even greater levels. 

Off to the side, the Nebula Rank Kazuhiko could not help but tremble while looking at the four Animus 

Summons that surrounded Noah’s multiple bodies! 

"This...what are they?!" His voice was tinged with excitement as he glanced at the terrifying pressure 

the Animus Pets released, Noah smiling towards him as he replied, 

"Pets. Similar to Draco, but much more powerful! I’ll tell you guys about them as well." 

Noah’s main body remained for the job of spreading out the treasures and talking with his people as the 

Three-Legged Fate Crow and the Void Serpent disappeared with the body of Alexander. 



This party of Alexander reappeared in a Time Space of the Infinite Realm in an area only privy for him, 

waving his hands once more as a pile of cores ranging from Black Hole to GALAXY appeared in front of 

him! 

There were many things to be done, but raising his strength came first as with the raising of it there 

came many surprises and a vast increase in his power! 

This was more clearly displayed when one thought about the fact that he would be able to summon two 

more Animus Pets when he entered the QUASAR Realm, and another 2 more after he touched the 

GALAXY Realm. 

His thoughts moved as from the 6 Planetary Bodies of the Vital Life Water that he stole from the Burning 

Domains Galaxy, he removed a circular portion with the diameter of 6 meters from the single planetary 

body he kept to himself to come outside and drench him as he enjoyed the +200% speed in Realm 

progression that the Fiends had been enjoying for so long! 

With such a thing, he was confident in breaking through to the next level, even if the GALAXY Realm 

might remain out of reach after he absorbed even the few cores of the beings at this level. 

The main body of Alexander had already begun devouring the Black Hole rank cores first as he would 

move on to QUASAR...consuming them until his body released the signal that he could advance into the 

next Realm while keeping himself at Grand Completion. 

Meanwhile, the clone of Alexander was taking the questions of the Animus Summons that were shocked 

out of their minds! 

"Are you a chosen Dao Child? Do you have a Dao Treasure? How were we not hurt when facing the 

attacks of an Entity?" 

"CAA! CAA! CAA!" 

The ancient voice of the Void Serpent could finally not help it as it asked, while the future Golden Crow 

screeched loudly as she remembered her majestic figure taking the hits of Entity and coming out 

unharmed. 

Noah smiled as he began discussing with his Pets some truths about himself, trusting these creatures as 

they were contracted with him and a part of his strength! 

So a multitude of discussions were taking place with Noah as the central character, his clones and main 

bodies each doing their own tasks as he considered the most important one to be the task of Alexander 

consuming cores like pieces of candy. 

RUMBLE! 

His black hole continued to expand and actually became ever brighter as it attempted to form a Quasar. 

The Quasar itself was an extremely luminous supermassive black hole that was surrounded by a 

powerfully gaseous accretion disk! 

In trying to understand the term ’accretion’, it is the acc.u.mulation of miniaturized small particles into a 

massive gravitational mass like a Black Hole, and this acc.u.mulation of particles attracts more matter in 



the gaseous form as it forms a disk around a Black Hole. Such was an "Accretion Disk", such was the 

shocking event that was occurring within Noah’s Origin at this moment. 

It was the stage of Quasar where the active galactic nucleus would be formed, the stage that made one 

prepare to form their own GALAXY. 

An hour passed as he had swallowed all of the Black Hole and QUASAR Rank Cores, his body feeling 

vibrant and nearly full as he downed the cores of hundreds of Fiends at the same rank as him or greater. 

But he still did not have that final piece of the puzzle that gave him the signal of reaching Grand 

Acc.u.mulation of this Realm before he broke through into QUASAR! 

This made his eyes turn towards the shimmering GALAXY Cores that were the size of his head, each of 

them shining with a miniature Galaxy as they seemed extremely enticing to him, his very Origin calling 

out to them. 

He was at the Realm of Black Hole, but he would be consuming a core of a being 2 Realms above him in 

order to break through! Such was the difficulty of achieving Grand Completion in one’s Realm... 

His hands grasped onto the GALAXY Core without any more wait as a brilliant light shined out, his body 

sucking in the essence of a ridiculously powerful core for his level as the gaseous mixture forming into a 

disk around his Black Hole became ever so denser, a blinding aurora of a gorgeous red, orange, and 

purple light beginning to emanate out as the process of forming a QUASAR fully went underway! 

THRUUM 

His body felt extremely full as he let out a wild cry, keeping his Realm at Grand Completion as he now 

advanced into the next Realm. The accretion disk expanded and spun crazily as it drew in the 

atmospheric essence and the essence of the GALAXY core, the potent energies causing its formation to 

be extremely rapid as in a matter of seconds, Noah’s body unconsciously and grandly began to float in 

the glimmering skies of the Infinite Realm. 

On his body, one would distinctly be able to notice an astronomical body of extremely high luminosity, 

an astral body that would normally be found at the centers of Galaxies! Being powered by gaseous 

matter spiraling at appallingly high velocities as they surrounded a Black Hole, this was a Quasar! 

QUASAR! 

A vibrant and thrumming QUASAR was manifested on his body in a stellar fashion as the gravitational 

forces around him went into a tumultuous fervor. His aura was that of someone in the Quasar Rank, but 

its oppressive force was more than 10 times what others in the same Realm would release. And this was 

before he even employed his strength. 

As he sensed the profound strength within him as well as the majestic Quasar manifested throughout 

his body, the body of Alexander looked like an ancient treasure that even Ancient Powers would protect 

as a grand smile could be seen on his face! 

Others took years to advance through these Realms, while he merely took days! Just days! 

His bubbling excitement only increased as while sensing this power, he felt a shackle being lifted as it 

told him he could utilize <<Archaic Animus Summoning>> once more to bring about another Pet... 



Chapter 715 - A Coming Catastrophe! 

In the Burning Domains Galaxy that Noah left in ruin, the Entity was floating amongst the starry stars as 

many thoughts crossed her mind. 

The 2 Elder Fiends she protected were weaving through the Galaxy as they ascertained the damage, but 

she knew the force of Fiends she raised for the past hundreds of years was all destroyed in a single day! 

Her wrath was just as great as ever, but she contained it as she waved her hand and released an ancient 

page- a Page from the Book of Ruination! 

She used a unique method as she poured essence into the page, closing her eyes as she wanted to sense 

something- only for her face to become even darker as the rage grew to greater levels. What she had 

sensed with her unique method was the fact that...the Page that should have been present in the Stellar 

Sky Galaxy was actually gone! 

She could no longer sense that signal even though the two Galaxies weren’t too many light-years away, 

which let her know that within this period of time- someone had taken it away. 

Her bubbling rage gave way to her thousands of years of experience as she thought of multiple 

possibilities, with the greatest one coming out to be the next strongest power that had just gone into 

the Galaxy to save them from the siege of Fiends, as well as the power that was taking over the Stellar 

Sky Galaxy at this time! 

"Puny Adjudicator!" 

Yes! She began with the nearest possible force that might have taken something hers, and it was the 

Nexus Galaxy that had just provided support in the Galaxy that the Page of Ruination used to be in. 

"First an unexplainable assailant, and now mere Galaxy thinking they can stand in my way! I have healed 

enough to be able to withstand another Entity if I face one...this time I shall act myself!" 

RUMBLE! 

The horrendously powerful Entity that even Noah could not stand at the moment had taken enough 

time to heal, and her healing was always in terms of carefulness and safety. 

She would not step out of the Burning Domains Galaxy if she wasn’t confident in being able to withstand 

another Entity, and it was this type of paranoia and carefulness that had caused her to keep her life for 

so many years. 

This time, she would be moving herself as she went towards the Nexus Galaxy, wiping out the pesky 

beings that dared to withstand her might and deny the wishes of an Entity for so long! 

She had destroyed multiple Galaxies before, this one would simply be among them soon enough. As she 

looked around the Domains of the Galaxy she had occupied for the last hundreds of years, she shook her 

head in disappointment. 

"What a waste of time, no decent force even came out of it!" 



Her aged gaze was filled with disappointment as the light of teleportation filled her body, disappearing 

from the Burning Domains Galaxy as she made her way towards a single place, with her goal being to 

wipe out a Galaxy! 

--- 

Galaxies were unique things in the vast universe as they birthed within them multitudes of life, and they 

were granted senses unique to them as well by the Universe. 

One of such privileges was a sense of danger for the Galaxies and all the beings it contained, this sense 

allowing for a Galaxy to try and mobilize its forces before this danger came and wiped everything away. 

Many destroyed Galaxies felt this sense before they were destroyed, where even when they mobilized 

all their forces- they were never enough for an unavoidable danger coming towards them! 

Thus they would be destroyed as they experienced rebirth who knew how many years later, birthing 

within them a whole new generation of creatures as cycles passed over the eons of time. 

On this particular day, the powerful Nexus Galaxy that had its reach across multiple surrounding 

Galaxies and even enjoyed the uses of a unique Universal Rift...such a Galaxy felt an astounding 

impending sense of danger that told it...death was on its for it and all the inhabitants within it! 

All the formed worlds, Realms, beings, cultures, and structures of power that they had worked on for 

hundreds of thousands of years...they were all about to be torn apart from this coming danger. 

THRUUMM! 

On this day, the powerful inhabitants of the Nexus Galaxy felt a strong calling as their faces turned 

ashen, where they heard no words from their Galaxy- but they were given the understanding that they 

had to prepare, or they would all perish! 

This sense traveled to even Noah who had the body of Alexander in the Nexus Galaxy, raising his face up 

with a dark face as he was about to summon his 5th Animus Pet. 

In the Nexus Galaxy, The Imperial Princess that had been glued to the Dao Crystal for the past few days 

finally lifted up her face, her body beginning to glow with the glimmer of the Dao as shockingly- she had 

been able to glimpse it and gain initial understanding in a few days! 

Her drop-dead gorgeous demeanor wasn’t happy though, and one could see a hint of sadness on her 

face as it would make any man run towards her while whispering sweet words of how they could help so 

that such an expression could never appear on someone like her. 

She had this saddened expression because even after stepping her foot in a Lesser Dao, her home was 

facing a threat that could destroy everything soon after! 

She sighed as she rose, her actions taking her Mom, Anastasia, out of her stupor as she turned towards 

her daughter with shining eyes. 

"Just like your mother...you hold some talent." 

She went towards her as she rubbed the glimmering crimson hair that could be seen on the both of 

them lovingly, Anna nodding shyly as she looked around her and remembered someone else. 



"Where are Dad and Alexander? Did they manage to step on the Dao as well?" 

"Well..." A wry expression appeared on Anastasia as she told of the past events, a cute O forming on the 

face of Anna as in a few minutes, the Imperial Adjudicator appeared in the Blue Plains Realm they were 

in with a heavy face. 

"Something is coming. A danger that poses a Calamity to destroy everything we have built, and I am not 

sure where it is from..." 

His gaze was that of a frustrated Ruler and a pained Father, his mind feeling a sense of weakness that 

wanted to make him bellow out his grievances! 

Anastasia nodded at this as she still held her daughter lovingly. 

"It’s alright. We shall go through it together. Call the genius Alexander and assemble all of the powerful 

forces to gather outside the boundary of the Galaxy. We shall see exactly who wishes it harm." 

RUMBLE! 

A coming threat! A movement of forces! A start of something that would lead to shocking results... 

Chapter 716 - As Trouble Looms, I Shall Summon Pets! 

Noah thought hard about the looming threat making its way towards the Nexus Galaxy, the sudden 

feeling of danger making it very clear to him that if nothing was done, destruction was coming for the 

Galaxy! 

Such an event was not something he wanted to happen, and there was still the matter of his Trait that 

was not fully completed. 

Many thoughts passed across his mind as he thought of countless possibilities, his eyes landing on the 

[Plot Armor] skill that had 29 days left on the cool down timer, and then staring at the [Deus Ex 

Machina] skill that he saved for emergencies! 

If worst came to be...he still had the choice of evading the coming doom of the Nexus Galaxy with such a 

skill, and he would see what possibilities would come out of it. 

But first, he would continue elevating his strength as he breathed out, getting ready to summon his fifth 

Animus Pet. 

After breaking through to QUASAR, he enjoyed the feeling of the [Vital Life Water] as he brought more 

of it out while consuming another GALAXY Rank Core, feeling the abundant essence of this stellar core 

rushing towards his QUASAR as it disappeared into it like a drop of water! 

That’s right, a mere drop of water, and it felt like he had an entire small pond to fill up before he could 

be considered to have achieved Grand Completion and broken through into the GALAXY Realm without 

issues. If he kept his Manifested Realm at such a stage, it would mean that he could easily wipe out 

those in the Low Tier as he would match the experts at the Middle Tier GALAXY Realm. In the case he 

brought his Animus Pets into the picture...the thought of it alone made his blood boil in excitement. 

RUMBLE! 



Since he knew that even if he absorbed the remaining amount of GALAXY Rank Cores they would not 

help him achieve his breakthrough, he put them aside to absorb later as he went about the business of 

obtaining his fifth pet. 

Essence freely overflowed as he pumped mana with wild abandon while activating <<Archaic Animus 

Summoning>>, causing the opening of a Summoning Rift to appear in the skies of the Time Space he was 

in as it got larger and larger. 

His excitement was so palpable that if someone was there, they would be able to notice his eyes visibly 

shooting out golden beams of light as he focused on the widening Summoning Rift, this luminous light 

only getting brighter and brighter as he noticed the size of this Rift to pass one that would give out an 

Ultra Rare Pet and actually approach the size of the prized rarity- PRISMATIC! 

Ah! 

He nearly cried out in joy as the first PRISMATIC Pet was a Void Serpent with a terrifying bloodline and 

was a Rank higher than him. 

As he saw this widening Summoning Rift that seemed to be even larger than the Void Serpent’s who 

carried the bloodline of Jormungandr, his thoughts wildly moved as he repeated a single sentence! 

’Please be in the GALAXY Realm...Please be in the...’ 

His eyes were filled with expectations as the Summoning Rift got larger and larger, a terrifying pressure 

beginning to be released from it as the fiery golden feathers of the future Golden Crow had began to 

tremble, and the gaze of the Void Serpent curled not too far away was filled with an ancient light as it 

watched on. 

THRUM! 

Space seemed to be getting twisted and pulled apart as the figure of the Animus Pet came out of the 

Rift, the powerful Aura it released attracting the attention of the Harbingers of Sin that were with the 

body of Noah far away in the Infinite Continent. The thing coming out of the Summoning Rift was truly 

too attention-grabbing, Noah noticing the oppressive aura of dragons from it as this seemed to only be a 

portion of this creature, and it was mixed in with even more potent auras that he did not know! 

The enormous body seemed to be squeezing out of the Rift with difficulty as a bright silver light shone 

out, the vibrant scales on this creature’s body flashing wildly as its body became slippery and it quickly 

passed through, its grand figure being visible to Noah’s eyes. 

"This..." 

His mouth was agape as he didn’t know how to even describe it! 

An enormous body that shone with a silver-colored l.u.s.ter, streaks of black and purple running through 

it in the form of runic tattoos as this creature seemed to hold a draconic head, but held a body that was 

so large and wide that it was akin to a whale! At the same time, sharp silver wings spanning hundreds of 

meters outwards shone with a dangerous l.u.s.ter, the eyes of this creature that shimmered with the 

blue color of the deep blue sea landing on Noah with a sharp light. 



[Colossal Helios Leviathan]( PRISMATIC) :: An Archaic Animus currently in the Low Tier GALAXY Realm. 

Being a mythical creature that traverses the Helios Sundering Seas of the Animus Universe, its size 

alone has yet to reach maturity as it holds within it one of the Variant Bloodlines of the Royal Helios 

Race. Proficient and Assimilated with the Laws of Death, Aether, and Space-Time, this Animus is 

already searching for clues on the path of the Grand Dao of Macrocosm, and will have initial 

understanding in such a Dao the moment it reaches the Peak Tier GALAXY Realm and reaches full 

a.d.u.l.thood. Its abilities include Unremitting Fortress, Realm Depredation... 

It was...it was something out of pure insanity and fantasy! 

Seeming more like a fortress than a creature, an Animus that held traits of draconic origins and the body 

of a deep-sea creature...a shocking Leviathan had entered the stage. 

"I heard a calling..." 

CRACK! 

An ancient voice that caused the surrounding space to shudder and whimper! 

A shockingly large Animus that seemed to be growing ever larger in the skies as it took the sight of 

everything in the surroundings! 

A PRISMATIC Animus Summon at the Low Tier GALAXY Realm! 

Chapter 717 - Called To Serve! 

The aura of a being at the Low Tier GALAXY Realm was extremely overbearing on many beings in the 

Infinite Realm, their hearts shuddering in fear as they could see the creature who had the size of a 

fortress floating far off in the distance. 

As others were fearful and nearly pissed their pants, Noah’s eyes shone golden beams of light as he 

released an Archaic Contract to keep this majestic Animus attached to him! 

A grand light shone out for a few seconds as his enhanced skill that allowed him to form a contract with 

pets of higher Realm than him went to work, very soon feeling the strong connection with this Archaic 

Animus as he felt its ridiculous power. 

"Interesting..." 

Its deep voice that caused space to shudder was reminiscent of the Void Serpent who had its draconic 

head raised while calmly staring at the Colossal Helios Leviathan, neither overbearing nor servile as the 

future Jörmungandr retained its authority! 

"A holder of the 9 Supreme Bloodlines here with me attached to the same Master in this Universe, and a 

little chicken that wants to be as bright as the sun...how cute." 

The archaic voice resounded out in the skies as the starry blue eyes of the Helios Leviathan honed in on 

Noah. 

"To be able to make all of this possible...I greet my first Master." 

RUMBLE! 



A deep smile entrenched itself on Noah’s face at this sight, obtaining a ridiculously powerful pet as there 

was much to do! 

--- 

In the Nexus Galaxy, the inhabitants felt the unknown sense of threat from their own home as they 

mobilized, numerous forces placed at the Boundary of the GALAXY ready to move out at any moment! 

Against a threat that even their Galaxy could feel that it could be the end of, they knew they might be 

throwing their lives away, but they had to fight for their home. 

The Imperial Adjudicator moved with haste as he called the forces of the Galaxies under their command 

to make way to aid them, numerous reinforcements from the Stellar Sky Galaxy and other Galaxies 

under them already on their way. 

What was saddening about this whole event was the Nexus Galaxy itself, where Noah didn’t get the 

chance to fully explore as all we learned was the Brightgold Monarchy Realm and the Imperial Citadel 

where the central powers of the Galaxy were cl.u.s.tered! 

There were millions of other Realms and billions of worlds each with their own uniqueness spread 

throughout this Nexus Galaxy that we never got to explore, and now they were all facing a catastrophe. 

Noah’s thoughts were many as the clone of Alexander in the Imperial Fortress he was given after he 

obtained the title of Imperial Ruler- this clone received the message from the Imperial Adjudicator as he 

was called to serve. 

With a calm gaze, spatial fluctuations flowed out as the clone was displaced by the real Alexander, the 

smile on the face of this body still prevalent as the surprise of summoning and training the Colossal 

Helios Leviathan was simply too much. 

Against the coming catastrophe which he believed would most likely be the Entity of the Burning 

Domains Galaxy making a move, he had a few different thoughts on how he could deal with it, but 

releasing his brand new Low Tier GALAXY Helios Leviathan was not one of them! 

He had seen the terrifying power of the Entity proficient in the Dao of Vitality, a being at the Peak Tier 

GALAXY Realm with thousands of years under her belt and horrendous ways to kill beings and destroy 

Galaxies in her mind. The difference between the three Realms of GALAXY were akin to a Realm of their 

own, where a being in the Low Tier could never match one in the Middle or Peak Tier normally. 

Until he was fully confident that his Helios Leviathan at the Low Tier GALAXY Realm while boosted by all 

of his buffs could withstand the force of something like an Entity...he wouldn’t risk it. 

Even in his heart as he recalled the description of the Entity under the Eyes of Truth, he didn’t think he 

would be able to match such a creature even if he was at the Peak Tier GALAXY Realm unless his 

comprehension in the Dao of Summoning rose crazily as his pets were boosted to insane degrees. The 

difference wasn’t just in Rank and laws, but the Dao! Simply because of the Dao the Entity cultivated, he 

might be able to attack her and deal damage that would be negligible and healed like nothing with her 

power. 

Her Dao of Vitality allowed her to create something like the Vital Life Water that enhanced Realm 

Progression by 200%, and the few skills she released against him showed the versatility of being capable 



of draining the essence and vitality of entire planets until they turned to ash, or protect beings in the 

GALAXY Realm against an attack like ||Ashes to Ashes, Dust to Dust|| that directly affected the age 

progression or regression of things! 

With all these thoughts, he moved with a heavy heart as he followed the coordinates given to him by 

the Imperial Adjudicator, teleporting towards the Sanctuary of the Watchers where the Universal Rift of 

the Nexus Galaxy Existed. As he moved, the fluctuations of power on his body only showed him to be at 

the Black Hole Realm, even the Manifestation of his Realm outwardly on his body still showing a Black 

Hole as the [Unique Origin] ability of the Vampyre Progenitor continued its usefulness even at this stage 

as it masked his true Realm. 

This location of the Sanctuary of the Watchers wasn’t too far away from the boundary of the Galaxy, and 

many Imperials and nobles of other Households were stationed here ready to move. Noah’s new 

authority allowed him to move past the Legions and Battalions of Imperials as he appreciated the 

shimmering armors and weapons they wielded as they stood within their Vessels. 

Within the Sanctuary of the Watchers that was surrounded by enormous statues, Noah found the core 

party of the strength of the Nexus Galaxy as he passed through many Imperials to enter an exalted area 

where the aura of the Imperial Adjudicator could be felt! 

Near the Adjudicator, Noah was surprised to see the figures of two veiled women with curvaceous 

figures- the pair of mother and daughter that could cause the downfall of empires purely with their 

beauty alone! 

Even the Esteemed Personage, Anastasia, had left her hidden Blue Plains Realm as the Imperials around 

them were so respectful towards her it seemed their knees would soon touch the floor in reverence. 

Noah’s entrance caught the eyes of many as the first being to move was Anna herself, this Imperial 

Princess coming over to him with hurried steps as her eyes shone beneath her veil while speaking out. 

"You...you already summoned your Animus Pets? Show me quickly before I try summoning mine!" 

Even in the midst of a coming catastrophe, the Imperial Princess couldn’t help but allow her fascination 

with this genius to come out, Noah smiling at this Princess as he nodded towards the Imperial 

Adjudicator who had a heavy face and the veiled Anastasia. 

Along with this powerful line up, the Imperial Rulers and Imperial Lords of the Nexus Galaxy were all 

gathering near the Sanctuary of the Watchers close to the boundary of the Nexus Galaxy, with even 

more reinforcements on their way as they prepared for an apocalyptic encounter with an unknown 

enemy! 

Chapter 718 - An Entity Brings Devastation! 

For those who haven’t experienced war, it becomes very hard to imagine the experience of those in the 

midst of war feel. It is even harder to imagine the emotions of those who knew that death could be 

coming to them, but they stayed behind regardless because the place they wanted to defend was their 

home. 

Such emotions were being felt by many beings that considered themselves powerful before, as they 

came from a force that had multiple Galaxies under it! 



Yet each of the powerful inhabitants felt the cry of the Nexus Galaxy as it shared with them that it 

sensed a Galaxy-ending catastrophe heading towards them. At this moment, the leading figure of the 

Nexus Galaxy, the Imperial Adjudicator, was overseeing the operation of this defense where if the 

feeling of their Galaxy was true...it was bound to be a very bloody day. 

In the Sanctuary of the Watchers, Anastasia went towards the body of Alexander as she spoke with 

shining eyes that were hidden in her veil. 

"Did you summon your second Animus Pet?" 

The question got the gaze of Anna to also lock on him as he nodded with a wry smile, prompting 

Anastasia to shake her head in wonder as she asked once more. 

"Its rarity?" 

"...Prismatic!" Noah replied to her question with conviction, numerous hidden thoughts crossing his 

mind as he felt essence fluctuation from Anastasia the moment he said these words. 

"..." 

A deafening silence continued for another few seconds as the shock was simply too much, especially so 

for Anastasia who had lived for many years in the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter and knew very well what 

rarity the majority of summons would have even in the Ancient Power she came from! The number of 

PRISMATIC Summons...could actually be counted in one’s two hands! 

Yet this being in front of her claimed to have summoned one right after his first pet that was Ultra Rare. 

"A genius such as you should not have to perish in such an unknown location. With such talent, it would 

not be too far of a stretch to say that you can obtain the Title of an Entity in the future!" 

Anastasia’s words nearly pulled in the discussing Adjudicator and the Imperials around him as they 

refocused on their tasks, only the mother and daughter surrounding Noah as he received a telepathic 

message from Anastasia next. 

"If...you had the choice to be taken away from here and move towards the center of the Dark 

Universe...would you take it? There are Ancient Powers that could mold your talent into something 

powerful as soon as they recognize you." 

...! 

The Esteemed Anastasia that came from the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter sent these words to Noah after 

much deliberation and hesitation, where even she did not know how the next events would play out, 

but she was very aware of her identity! 

As she came to reinforce the experts of the Nexus Galaxy against whatever enemy was coming, she 

would have no problem using her status to bargain with this enemy if need be to save the new home 

she made, even if it meant word of her being here would get out as she would be taken away not too 

long after. 

If this came to be, she did not want her daughter and someone like Alexander to perish for no reason in 

a place like this. 



Noah’s eyes shone with a hidden light as he was about to reply, when his expression and the 

expressions of all the beings around the Sanctuary of the Watchers changed rapidly as they sensed a 

horrifying aura approach from far away! 

RUMBLE 

The aura felt extremely oppressive and vile, and yet it contained within it a breath of life that anyone 

would seek. The being releasing this aura...came in with a grand welcome outside the boundary of the 

Nexus Galaxy, a lone figure of a humanoid with feminine features appeared, her hand dr.a.p.ed with a 

pulsating green-grey light that emanated an aura of the Dao of Vitality. 

This Entity appeared outside the boundary of the Nexus Galaxy as she ignored some of the forces 

stationed just outside of it and instead threw forward a fist! 

This fist was dr.a.p.ed with the essence of the Dao thundered towards the Boundary of the Nexus Galaxy 

as a bellowing cry erupted out! 

"Puny Adjudicator!" 

THRUUUM....CRACK! 

Immense vibrations erupted out as in the next second, a sound akin to glass shattering emanate out as 

the area where the Entity had punched towards...the boundary of the Nexus Galaxy was wiped away for 

tens of thousands of miles as an immense gravitational force from the Chaotic Void formed. 

All the Imperials and beings that were close to that area of the boundary when the Entity 

appeared...had turned into corpses! 

"You...!" 

The body of the Imperial Adjudicator trembled with anger as his half a step into the GALAXY Realm aura 

flowed out, his body nearly flying out of the Sanctuary of the watchers towards the destroyed boundary 

as it was the fair hand of Anastasia that stopped him. 

Anastasia looked up towards the far boundary of the Nexus Galaxy that was shattered into oblivion, the 

edges of this cracked area trying to heal as a pervasive essence seemed to stop it in its place, the bellow 

of the Entity ringing out again as she floated inside the galaxy with her arms crossed behind her 

domineeringly. 

"Today, I came to destroy a Galaxy!" 

RUMBLE! 

"Before I do, I will give the Puny Adjudicator a chance to give the treasure that he took from the Stellar 

Sky Galaxy, and maybe I will spare some of you death. Or you can remain in hiding, and everything will 

perish anyway before I get my hands on what I want!" 

The bellowing words reached out far and wide as the destruction of the boundary of the Galaxy at such 

a scale shook the minds of many beings, the anger of the Imperial Adjudicator only rising through the 

roof as he was blamed for something he had no knowledge about. 



Anastasia kept her hand on the Imperial Adjudicator before he could make any rash moves, this being 

with a unique identity glancing at the Entity that was screaming bloody murder as a saddened 

expression appeared behind her veil! 

With this development, she knew that her time in this new home would be cut short, and she would 

only have one chance to use her identity to possibly help them get out of it alive. Many thoughts crossed 

her mind as she prepared to make an irrevocable move that would forever change everything for her. 

Meanwhile Noah, the true culprit in all of this, looked forward with a difficult expression as he sighed 

and mentally prepared to move himself. Yet...it was also at this moment that he heard a voice in his 

mind. 

It was a type of voice he had heard before numerous times, a mechanical voice that only special entities 

that he entangled himself with could release. 

[Bring...clone...Central Realm...] 

Filled with broken words and seeming somewhat staticky, the voice of the Nexus Galaxy that was facing 

a catastrophe from an unexpected Entity had finally called out to him! 

Chapter 719 - You scratch my back... 

As an Entity arrived to lay out destruction upon the Nexus Galaxy, Noah heard a call in his mind as his 

eyes shone with a powerful light! 

Seeing the extreme danger the Entity presented, his thoughts were already moving rapidly as a 

millisecond after he heard the voice, his clone reappeared near the Brightgold Monarchy Realm of the 

Nexus Galaxy among the starry stars. 

The eyes of the clone looked around him as he truly did not know where the Central Realm of this 

GALAXY would lie, but he knew he would be directed by the entity that spoke to him as his eyes honed 

in on a distinct golden light that flashed in space. 

He turned into a streak of light as he followed this flashing golden light, moving as fast as he could as the 

terrifying Entity that had shattered a portion of the boundary of the Nexus Galaxy was on the move! 

"Next to me, your lives are even more meaningless than the waste you produce, with your Galaxy being 

even less so in my eyes! I ask again- utter destruction, or will you come forward?!" 

Her chilling voice reverberated out as the Imperials of the Nexus Galaxy began to move forward with 

tight expressions and heavy hearts. The Imperial Adjudicator was also about to make a move when 

Anastasia denied him yet again, this esteemed personage giving a command as she flew forward. 

"All of you stand down. I will have a dialogue with this Entity, even if it means revealing my identity." 

THRUMM! 

The Imperial Adjudicator felt his heart shaking as Anna had a strong expression underneath her veil filled 

with a murderous aura, her gaze towards the far away Entity fearlessly as her mother began to emanate 

a powerful aura at the Middle Tier GALAXY Realm! 



"Hmm?" 

The Entity instant picked up this aura as her eyes honed in, the image of the veiled Anastasia getting 

closer to her as she moved from the Sanctuary of the Watchers and went towards the shattered area 

where a terrifying gravitational force remained. 

Her veiled figure looked peerless in the starry space as her languid voice could be heard! 

"Esteemed Madam, I believe there has been a mistake, as we truly do not know what we did to earn 

your wrath." 

OOOOM! 

Compared to the rasping deadly voice of the Entity, Anastasia’s voice was so smooth and powerful that 

one could be lulled to sleep by it, but this same sound felt like searing heat in the ears of the Entity as 

her face was filled with even more anger. 

"And what type of thing are you? With power at the Middle Tier GALAXY Realm, you shouldn’t be 

someone from this region! Speak!" 

With a commanding tone, the Entity spoke out as Anastasia nodded, her essence bubbling as she 

prepared to summon pets that she had not summoned for a long time as she revealed her identity to 

this Entity. She planned to use her identity as a Dao of Summoning practitioner of the Expansive Dragon 

Cl.u.s.ter to negotiate with the Entity, or even threaten her when she revealed her high position in the 

Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter if it came to it! 

But as Anastasia did this...she did not know that not too long ago, this same Entity had met with an 

Animus Summoner that she knew to be from the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter, and this being had laid 

siege to the Galaxy she resided in as the anger she felt could not even be explained. 

For her to perform her next actions was just...Ah! 

Yet at this same time, Noah’s flashing figure came to a stop on a cl.u.s.ter of tens of thousands of 

Asteroids, where he noticed the golden light to be coming from a particularly hidden one as he flashed 

next to it and spread his aura out, finally locating a miniaturized Realm Gateway that he entered without 

a second of delay. 

When he reappeared again, he seemed to be in a grand world as he saw wide expanses of paradisiacal 

forests filled with abundant essence, his thoughts thinking of how both of the Central Realms of the two 

Galaxies was in seemed to be areas very in tune with nature. 

[Hurry...] 

The voice entered his mind once more as he swept his aura out, going towards where the essence was 

the thickest as the trees around him became more and more ancient, their leaves shimmering with 

splendor as in a matter of seconds, he appeared above of verdant green mountain that opened up its 

jaws the moment he neared, his body entering as it closed behind him with a clang! 

When he ventured in slightly deeper, he came across a family scene of the shockingly dense 

condensation of Universal law essence around him, his eyes looking a few meters away as he finally 

came face to face with an Obsidian Core very much similar to the one he saw in the Novus Galaxy. 



[Finally, we can communicate with ease.] 

The voice of the entity that was the Nexus Galaxy rang out with clarity, Noah nodding with a smile as he 

knew that this Galaxy was very much different compared to his own! 

The Novus Galaxy was very much different as it violated multiple universal laws and did such things as 

transfer some of her consciousness to a body like the First Infernal Lord for her to take an even more 

active role within the Galaxy, and it could communicate with ease unlike the Nexus Galaxy as it 

continued to use the shocking tool that was the Ruination Core. 

But the Nexus Galaxy did not have these capabilities as it had to tell the body of Alexander to bring its 

clone in the Central Realm just for a smooth communication to take place! 

[I wish to propose an exchange. We are short on time so I will make it quick- I will use all my power to 

consider the requirements of the Protagonist Trait are completed...in exchange for you successfully 

using the abilities within it to guarantee my safety from this enemy!] 

RUMBLE! 

Essence erupted out in a stellar fashion as a Galaxy proposed an exchange, Noah’s eyes blazing with 

light as an imperceptible smile appeared on his lips! 

Chapter 720 - You cannot pay the price! 

In the Central Realm of the Nexus Galaxy, a conversation was taking place between a clone and the core 

of the Galaxy itself! 

[When such a Trait even exceeding the bounds of the highest OMEGA Tier randomly appeared on a 

being as my essence was forced to initiate it, I set the requirements for the holder to play a central role 

in this Galaxy in order to bring it to completion. I will consider your successfully saving us now to be a 

central role and complete this Trait for you after.] 

Noah’s eyes shone as he heard this, nodding as he proceeded with careful words. 

"You...can’t just unlock it for me right now? I’m sure the abilities of the last stage will give me even more 

guarantee of saving all of us." 

[...It is impossible to unlock it unless the requirement has been met. I would need to bend the universal 

laws to do that, and nobody can do such a thing.] 

Noah’s thoughts moved rapidly as he heard these words, nearly shaking his head to tell this being that 

their words were somewhat wrong, and that there were ways one could bend universal laws! If they had 

the right treasures that is... 

"Alright! I’ll give it my best!" 

He gave his affirmation as his clone looked up from the hidden mountain in the Central Realm that he 

was in, his eyes piercing far in the distance as the scene changed to the main body of Alexander who 

was looking at the scintillating Anastasia that was revealing her identity. 

THRUMM! 



Essence of gorgeous color erupted out as from three Summoning Rifts, the oppressive pressure of 

Middle Tier GALAXY rank Animus Pets could be felt! 

They entered into the world with a grand demeanor the figured of three majestic creatures could be 

seen. One was a fearsome Icefrost Moon Dragon towering over 100 meters, another was a Mystical 

Chaos Fox that shone with an enticing l.u.s.ter, and the last one was yet another draconic creature- this 

one having a more serpentine body as the usual wings of a dragon were missing from it. This last one 

was a Void Rending Wyrm that held cold eyes towards the Entity in front of them. 

"I am a member of the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter who is currently residing in this Galaxy. I know the 

beings in here, and I truly believe there must be a misunderstanding. I hope the Esteemed Madam can 

give us a chance to talk!" 

While surrounded by three majestic Animus Summons in the same Realm as her, Anastasia spoke with a 

hint of confidence as she knew that any Entity should be knowledgeable enough of the Ancient Powers 

of the Dark Universe, and anyone seeing someone like her capable of summoning three powerful 

Animus in the GALAXY Realm would have an idea that she holds a special identity! 

Especially because a majority of her summons were Dragons, where most of the Holy Children of the 

Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter had a line up of pets such as this. 

She waited for the surprise and dialogue of the Entity when her spread out senses shockingly found a 

shocking Dao converging around the fist of the Entity, her face seemingly livid after her words as her fist 

thundered forth with ridiculous power while she bellowed out! 

"You wretched creatures!" 

RUMBLE! 

A fist that devoured the Vitality of the surrounding space itself thundered forth as Anastasia looked up 

in shock, her pets moving with alarm as resplendent skills shone off of their bodies. 

They wrecked numerous barriers and shields while utilizing multiple elements, where even Anastasia 

herself cast a skill after she came out of her stupor! 

"[Summoner’s Bastion]!" 

A distinct purple barrier appeared to reinforce all the other defensive skills her pets had cast, a unique 

energy linking Anastasia to her pets as this purple energy reflected off of their bodies and further 

strengthened the barrier she erected. It was then that the devouring fist hit! 

BOOOOM! 

Blood sputtered from the three defending Animus Summons as the barriers they erected shattered one 

after another, the last purple barrier barely holding on as Anastasia had a grimace on her face while 

looking towards the Entity in shock. 

When she revealed her association, it seemed to have enraged the Entity even more as this being 

moved with wrath to strike forth! 

"Where is the other one?! Bring that wretch to me as well!" 



The bellowing voice of the Entity rang out again as Noah in the far distance was surrounded by Imperials 

and hiding his face, his thoughts rapidly moving as he finally acted and...merely activated a skill. 

[Deus Ex Machina] :: At the most critical and important juncture as the life of the Protagonist is in 

peril, casting this ability will bring forth an unexpected power, being, or event that will save them 

from the seemingly hopeless situation. As with any skill capable of affecting universal rules, there is a 

30 day cooldown after every use. 

Currently, there was an unstoppable force of an Entity threatening the hoke Galaxy of Alexander and 

everything in it. At this juncture where the Protagonist was faced with an unstoppable power, Noah cast 

a skill to bring forth an unknown event or being that would save him and many others from peril! 

THRUM! 

Waves of shimmering blue distinctly came off of him as it didn’t even seem like the skill was activated, 

but as Noah saw its cooldown counting down...he knew it was active. Now, all he had to do was wait. 

At the shattered boundary of the Nexus Galaxy, the Entity was preparing another attack as Anastasia 

looked forward with eyes of cold rage. Her veil disappeared from her face as her crimson-colored beauty 

became apparent for all eyes to see, going forward fearlessly as her peerless voice resounded out at this 

moment! 

"You...Stop! I am the Holy Princess of the Expansive Dragon Cl.u.s.ter, killing me is tantamount to 

offending an Ancient Power that is backed by multiple Entities! You cannot pay the price for it!" 

Anastasia called forth grandly as her gaze now turned to one full of anger, the grandeur of royalty and of 

a being with such a high position leaking off of her dripping outward in the starry space as the bubbling 

gathering of essence around the Entity came to a halt. 

The Entity looked towards the calamity-inducing gorgeous face of Anastasia as deep within her eyes, a 

sharp light filled with jealousy flashed...and it was very soon replaced with determination even as the 

Entity ascertained the truth of this being’s words with the knowledge she held! 

"Hmph! The Holy Princess that went missing years ago? So what! If you die here, nobody will be the 

wiser!" 

THRUMM! 

The essence of the Dao of Vitality resonated within the body of the Entity once more as she raised her 

hands forward, intent on wiping away everything about this Galaxy in front of her as the importance of 

the Page of Ruination was simply too high! 

 


